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The “single subject” rule—mandating that voter initiatives embrace no more than one subject—has vexed courts and scholars alike for decades. In the Columbia Law Review, Professors Robert D. Cooter and Michael D. Gilbert make a valiant attempt to bring rationality and consistency to judicial application of the rule.1 They propose a “separable preferences” decision criterion that they argue will improve the democratic process by reducing logrolls and depoliticizing adjudication.2

We are skeptical. Though we agree that the decision criterion that Cooter and Gilbert propose could work in theory to limit the number of voter initiatives containing certain types of logrolls, we have two primary concerns. First, their approach is premised on a normative hostility to logrolling that is not justified by existing political theory. While it is true that some logrolls can lead to harmful outcomes, other logrolls can be socially beneficial, and the criterion that Cooter and Gilbert propose would eliminate both socially beneficial and harmful logrolls. Second, we do not believe that the separable preferences criterion would lead to court consistency in application of the single subject rule. Our own research finds that in states that allow courts to aggressively police single subject violations, judicial decisions in single subject cases are heavily influenced by the judge’s political preferences rather than neutral,
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objective rules. We suspect that courts in states that have shown restraint in application of the single subject rule would become much more aggressive if they adopted the separable preferences criterion, leading to greater politicization of adjudication.

I. COOTER AND GILBERT IN A NUTSHELL

In a nutshell, Cooter and Gilbert view the initiative process as a useful supplement to the legislative process to deal with issues of legislative self-dealing and other agency problems. The initiative process—whereby a person or group drafts proposed legislation, secures enough signatures, and puts the proposed legislation up for a vote of the people—allows citizens to counteract legislative agency problems. Initiatives can be a somewhat clumsy tool, however: Initiatives cannot be changed once they go into circulation, and it is difficult for voters to negotiate and incorporate compromise policies via initiatives. Cooter and Gilbert’s main concern with initiatives is the possibility of logrolls or riders. Logrolls occur when two proposals, neither of which alone would gain majority support, are bundled together in an initiative for an up-or-down vote. Riders are unpopular measures that are bundled with a popular measure and put together in an initiative for an up-or-down vote. Initiatives combining multiple issues also may lack transparency and may be confusing to voters. Cooter and Gilbert see the single subject rule as a way to solve problems arising from the bundling of issues into single initiatives.

Implementation of the rule in practice has been difficult because the term “subject” is not self-defining. Cooter and Gilbert propose that courts replace their various formulations of the single subject rule (such as the California requirement that initiative provisions be “reasonably germane” with one another), by having courts consider whether most voters have “separable preferences” over the various provisions of a bill. If a voter could decide whether one provision of the measure should pass without knowing if the other passes, then voter preferences are separable and the measure should be found to violate the single subject rule. When voter preferences are not separable, there is no rational way to consider the individual issues in isolation, and it is proper for the voters to consider the issues as a package. Cooter and Gilbert claim that this framework “clarifies rather than supplants existing [single subject] precedents [and, therefore, the separable preferences] theory could be applied immediately and without constitutional revision” in states applying the single subject rule to initiatives.
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II. NORMATIVE CONCERNS WITH THE SEPARABLE PREFERENCES CRITERION

Our first concern is that the normative argument for preventing bundling of separable issues is weak. Cooter and Gilbert take the position that “[i]mplicit bargains [such as logrolling] in initiatives are likely to be socially harmful.”9 We agree that multi-issue initiatives may be harmful, but it is entirely possible for them to be socially beneficial as well. Consider the following example with three voters who are considering whether to go forward with two “projects,” A and B. The numbers represent each voter’s utility from each outcome (for example, voter 1 receives utility 100 if project A is adopted and zero if project A is not adopted).10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Voter 1</th>
<th>Voter 2</th>
<th>Voter 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adopted</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not adopted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, voter 1 enjoys very high benefits from project A and is mildly hurt by project B; voter 2 enjoys very high benefits from project B and is mildly hurt by project A; and voter 3 is mildly hurt by both projects. If we count the welfare of each person equally, the socially optimal choice is to approve both projects: Project A produces a net gain of ninety-eight, as does project B.

If the projects are decided separately, both will fail: Voters 2 and 3 will vote against project A, and voters 1 and 3 will vote against project B. If the projects are bundled, then both will pass: Voter 1 will support the package (the gain of 100 from A offsets the loss of one from B); voter 2 will support the package (the gain of 100 from B offsets the loss of one from A); and voter 3 will vote no. Allowing the projects to be bundled brings about the socially optimal outcome. Adoption of both projects is also majoritarian in the sense that two out of three voters prefer a world where A and B are adopted to the other option where neither is adopted.

In this example, voter preferences are separable in the Cooter-Gilbert sense because each voter knows his or her position on each issue, independent of the outcome on the other issue. The separable preferences criterion would strike down an initiative that bundled A and B, and would require the issues to be voted on separately (or perhaps not at all if the proponents lacked the resources to fund separate

9. Id. at 856.
initiatives). In this situation, enforcement of a single subject rule using the separable preferences option would be socially harmful and countermajoritarian.\footnote{11. Cooter and Gilbert present an example that is formally equivalent to this one, and correctly observe that the two issues could only pass when bundled, but do not observe that failure of the bundle can be socially harmful and countermajoritarian. See Cooter & Gilbert, supra note 1, at 872–73.}

Of course, there are also situations in which a logroll initiative can lead to a socially harmful outcome. Cooter and Gilbert assert that the situation of harmful initiatives is “likely,” while the situation of beneficial initiatives is unlikely, but they offer no evidence for this claim and it is not self-evident to us.\footnote{12. Id. at 856.} Indeed, it seems plausible that groups with different interests may routinely package (or would routinely package, but for the single subject rule) rather disparate measures together in order to pool resources to qualify their measures for the ballot. If logrolling is often welfare enhancing, the justification for the separable preferences criterion evaporates (and in fact, it would be socially harmful).

More broadly, Cooter and Gilbert argue that political bargaining is best done in legislatures, not via initiatives, and, in particular, that the bundling of issues is more likely to be done in a socially beneficial way in a legislature because negotiation and compromise is easier in that context.\footnote{13. Id. at 853–56.} We agree that bargaining is easier in a legislature (although one should not ignore the fact that initiative proponents often form coalitions across diverse groups as well), but this only means that both good and bad logrolls are easier to put together in a legislature. The question remains which is most likely to occur, and again we know of no evidence or compelling intuition in favor of legislatures.\footnote{14. It seems worth noting that most states have laws prohibiting logrolls in legislatures as well. We might ask why the separable preferences criterion should not also be applied to legislatures.} Moreover, the argument that voters should be prohibited from making laws because legislatures can do it better runs counter to the central premise of the initiative process.

We also note that Cooter and Gilbert do not fully explain why the separable preferences criterion would increase transparency and reduce voter confusion. The point is not obvious: Many complicated and
confusing measures (about which voters have nonseparable preferences) will remain on the ballot, while other simple measures (about which voters have separable preferences), such as a measure to both close schools on Lincoln’s birthday and build a library, would not be allowed.

III. PRACTICAL CONCERNS WITH THE SEPARABLE PREFERENCES CRITERION

Our second concern is with the practical implementation of the separable preferences criterion. Imagine if states with the single subject rule adopted—either through state constitutional amendment or judicial rule—the separable preferences criterion for adjudicating “single subject” challenges. Would this lead to neutral court adjudication of single subject disputes? We suspect, to the contrary, that the principle would prove difficult to implement neutrally, and the attempt to enforce the single subject rule more aggressively would lead to less neutral decisions.

To illustrate, consider two proposed initiatives and ask yourself if either, or both, would violate the single-subject rule:15

**Initiative A** shifts responsibility for drawing state legislative and congressional districts from the state legislature to a redistricting commission. The commission must draw single-member districts, changing current practice which allows multi-member districts for the state legislature.

**Initiative B** limits marriage to one man and one woman. It also prevents localities from adopting "civil unions" for non-married couples that would give those in such unions any of the rights of married couples.

Under current single subject tests, it appears that jurisdictions applying a restrained test, such as California’s “reasonably germane” test, would likely find no single subject violation. In courts applying a more aggressive test, such as Florida’s “oneness of purpose” test, the results are unclear,16 and may turn on how the judges view the merits of the
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16. As Hasen explains:
   In two opinions issued on the same day in March 2006, the Florida Supreme Court struck down Initiative A and upheld Initiative B against single-subject challenges. As to the redistricting measure, the court ruled that federal redistricting and state redistricting are separate subjects, and both differ from the use of single-member districts. As to the marriage proposal, the court held that both parts of the measure dealt with the subject of marriage. It is not hard to imagine other courts reaching different conclusions. Indeed, some have. A California court upheld an election reform measure much more disparate than the Florida redistricting measure against a single-subject challenge. A state court in Georgia struck down a measure very similar to Initiative B on grounds that same-sex marriage and civil unions are separate subjects.
Cooter and Gilbert would use neither a “reasonably germane” test nor a “oneness of purpose” test. Instead, they would have judges determine whether voters have independent preferences on the various parts of the provision: If a voter could decide how to vote on one aspect of the measure without knowing whether or not the other would pass, then the measure would violate the single subject rule. In making this determination, judges are supposed to take evidence of voter opinion on separability—apparently based primarily on polling of voters in the jurisdiction—to determine if there is a single subject violation. If a majority of voters see the parts of the initiative as contingent on each other, the package goes to the voters; if not, the initiative comes off the ballot.\(^\text{17}\)

We believe polling data are unlikely to yield a clear-cut result in many cases. It is well known that polls can be manipulated through wording choices. A judge could well face competing evidence on polling about the separability of preferences. If political operatives know that the single subject question will turn on polling, these operatives will have an incentive to try to influence public polling on the separability question. For instance, imagine an advertisement that reads: “Same sex marriage and civil unions. Same issue. Same problem. Vote No.” And on issues about which the public is poorly educated, such as redistricting, polling results are likely to be unreliable. Because polling on separability of preferences is likely to be all over the map, judges will end up with inconclusive evidence and may be forced to fall back on their intuitions and guesses about what voters believe.

The separable preferences criterion also calls for judges to be more aggressive in enforcing the single subject rule than they currently are in many states, such as California. What would be the consequence of heightened judicial scrutiny in an environment where judges must rely on their own intuitions and educated guesses? Dan Lowenstein argued that when judges are forced to make highly subjective decisions, it is hard for their reasoning not to be influenced by their belief systems, values, and ideologies.\(^\text{18}\) In a recent empirical study, we found strong support for this claim.\(^\text{19}\) We examined votes of state appellate court
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judges on single subject cases in five states during the period 1997–2006 (more than 150 cases and more than 700 individual votes). We found that judges are more likely to uphold an initiative against a single subject challenge if their partisan affiliations suggest they would be sympathetic to the policy proposed by the initiative. More important, we found that partisan affiliation was extremely important in states with aggressive enforcement of the single subject rule—the rate of upholding an initiative jumped from forty-two percent when a judge disagreed with the policy to eighty-three percent when he agreed—but not very important in states with restrained enforcement. This evidence suggests that the separable preferences criterion, by increasing the aggressiveness of enforcement but placing judges in a position with significant discretion, could well lead to an increase in arbitrary or political decisions.

* * *

In sum, we share Cooter and Gilbert’s concern for the subjective and political nature of current single subject adjudication in some states, but we are pessimistic that their proposed approach will improve the situation. Their separable preferences criterion is designed to eliminate a large class of logrolls from initiatives, but even if it could be applied as intended, there is no compelling reason to believe that it will filter out initiatives that are harmful rather than helpful to social welfare. Moreover, we are pessimistic that it could be applied as intended. It strikes us as rather challenging to ascertain whether voters have separable preferences on any particular set of issues, and it seems likely that judges will have to introduce their own personal intuitions about the connectedness of issues in order to apply the rule in practice. As we show in our own empirical work, the combination of heightened enforcement of the single subject rule and the need for judges to make personal assessments leads to adjudication that is heavily influenced by the political preferences of judges. Rather than step up enforcement with such a new rule, we believe it is better for courts to simply take a restrained approach to adjudicating single subject questions, leaving the issue of the desirability of package legislation for the voters to decide.